SHORT CONTENTS

(of the enclosed bulletin OVERLEVEN DOOR WERELDRECHT = SURVIVING BY WORLD LAW)

Page 1: World Federalism
What do world federalists want? In an old pamphlet of the Dutch section of the World Federalist Movement, we find a well formulated answer to this. In order to make peace and disarmament possible, we need democratic world institutions taking to some extent the form of a world federation. This will also enable us to better tackle the other survival problems of mankind: fundamental rights, hunger and poverty, environment, energy...

“This sounds good enough”, we are told, “but how are you going to achieve that?” In reply to that legitimate question world federalists keep far from an attitude of knowing it all better. Their views differ, moreover. All their associations, nonetheless, agree on the point that a directly elected second UNO-Chamber should be created. Latter could later on develop into a world constituent assembly.

As to us, we have also ourselves created a provisory representative assembly of citizens of the world: more than a hundred thousand “mundialist” feeling persons participated in the votes for the Peoples’ Congress about which we write more on page 2.

Page 2: News from the World Citizens’ Front Line
World Solidarity Against Hunger, founded in 1982 by the Peoples’ Congress, is approaching the hunger problem in a “mundialist” perspective. It works on the basis of the principle of “mutualism”: people help each other when this is needed. Concretely, it supported about sixty cooperative enterprises, especially in black Africa, or granted them cheap loans. This summer number 98 of its paper, Monda Solidareco, was published.

Further information can be obtained from:

MONDA SOLIDARECO
Les Nids
F-Saint-Aubin de Luigné
www.globidar.org
e-mail: info@globidar.org
The *Institute for Mundialist Studies*, founded as well by the Peoples’ Congress, organised thirty study sessions since it started. This year a session will take place in Belgium, from the 25th to the 28th August, in Eben-Emael, Au Moulin Brouckay. The theme will be the same as the two previous years:

“Citoyenneté et démocratie locale à l’ère de la mondialisation”
“Local Citizenship and democracy in the era of mundialisation” (here globalisation is meant)

For further information, apply to:

Institut d’Etudes Mondialistes
Chez A.I.G.S.
84, rue Saint-Lambert
B-4040 HERSTAL
http://www.aigs.be
aigs.mg@aigs.be

***

Furthermore, we mention a few dates in 2009 and 2010:

-28th of July, 2009 : Binges : working meeting of the Consultative Assembly to the Peoples’ Congress.
-11th till the 22nd September of 2009 : “Eleven Days for Peace”.
-18th, 19th, 20th September : meeting of the Council of World Solidarity Against Hunger.
-14th till 19th September : fourth seminary of the Institute of Mundialist Studies in Ouagadougou.
-21st December 2009 : appeal to the candidates for the Peoples’ Congress.
-20th March of 2010 : “Day of the World Unity, Day of the World Citizens”.
-13th May of 2010 : general assembly of the (international) Registry of World Citizens.
-21st September of 2010 : the votes of the 12th election for the Peoples’ Congress are counted.

*Page 3: Peoples’ Congress*

The idea to start a directly elected congress of the citizens of the world was adopted at an international meeting in May of 1963 in Brussels. Twelve elections took place since that time. Twenty-four representatives and twenty-four substitutes have been appointed. Many of them having died and others being immobilised by old age or illness, the Congress in 2004 decided to have itself assisted by a Consultative Assembly, composed by delegates from “mundialist” feeling associations, from local centres of the Registry of World Citizens and by world citizens/world federalists who demand it.

The Congress and the Consultative Assembly to the Peoples’ Congress gathered in Brasilia, from the 11th to the 15th May of 2009. Much attention was given to the question of human rights. The idea of a “mundial” charter of human rights that might become world law was adopted. The Association pour les Droits de l’Homme / Association for Human Rights was demanded to further work on that. The point will be discussed on a session of Mundialist Studies in Celles (France), in May of 2010.

Enkele flarden = a few flashes

Robert Becker, a medical doctor who was nominated for the Nobel Price, in his book “The Body Electric”, published in 1982, under the title “The Invisible War”, warns us that electromagnetic weapons tend to become more dangerous even than nuclear weapons.

Also this year, from the 11th to the 13th of May, in Ettingen near Karlsruhe, demonstrations took place against the criminal use of anti-personnel radiation weapons. The protest action was organised by the Association Against the Abuse of Psychophysical Weapons.

According to Sorcha Faal, the Russian secret service FSB is convinced that Jackson was killed by the CIA by means of an electromagnetic impulse on the level of his heart.

“Never Again”, writes the Coalition for an International Criminal Court about crimes against humanity. However, what do think of the fact the ICC does not even react when we introduce a petition about remote targeting of human beings?

In 1979 already documents were introduced by the Russian delegate at the Committee on Disarmament of the UNO in which the existence of anti-personnel radiation weapons is presented as being evident and in which they are called new weapons of mass destruction. About this Harlan Girard sent us a revealing file. If the number of kilobytes does not frighten you (about 3,500) we will mail it. You can also ask it to:

Harlan Girard
Managing Director of the International Committee on Offensive Microwave Weapons
226 West Rittenhouse Square, Room 2718
PHILADELPHIA Pa 19103-5758
U.S.A.
E-mail: harlan_girard@yahoo.com

The 22nd and 23rd of May demonstrations took place in Strasburg. The demonstrators essentially stood for the same objectives as in Ettingen.

The Belgian Senate works on a law to enable the State Security and the army to listen to all telephone conversions they want to. The Belgian constitution of 1830 stated shortly and clearly: “The secrecy of letters is inviolable”. Do contemporary politicians treat it as a piece of paper? May be they will shortly adopt a law allowing to arbitrary reading thoughts by technical means!

Under the title “War Against Democracy and Against Mankind”, Mojmir Babacek, a Czech journalist, wrote an excellent study of 12 pages (TNR 11). Ask us to send the text or apply to:

Mojmir Babacek
mbabacek@iol.cz
Na Háze 258
51101 TURNOV (Czech Rep.)

Robespierre already wanted to condemn persons to death for their thoughts, even if they had not expressed them. Judges were supposed to read them on the faces of the accused. Totalitarian rulers tend to show the same mentality in all times. Robespierre would not have hesitated one moment if he had disposed of a technology able to read and to manipulate the thoughts of his “concitoyens”.
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Page 6: The 22nd and 23rd of May demonstrations took place in Strasburg. The demonstrators essentially stood for the same objectives as in Ettingen.
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Page 7: Robespierre already wanted to condemn persons to death for their thoughts, even if they had not expressed them. Judges were supposed to read them on the faces of the accused. Totalitarian rulers tend to show the same mentality in all times. Robespierre would not have hesitated one moment if he had disposed of a technology able to read and to manipulate the thoughts of his “concitoyens”.
Page 7: Harlan Girard sent us a second file about a study of 1982 by the Southwest Research Institute of San Antonio, executed for the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, in collaboration with the Air force Aerospace Medical Division. It clearly states that its objective is to examine how to harm or destroy humans by Radio Frequency Fields... See address of H.G. above.

Page 7: Technical means of spying, harming and killing from a distance do not exclude the use of paranormal means. This is explained by Ernst Mecklenburg in his book “Psy-Agenten”, edited by Langen Müller. He quotes e.g. Colonel Alexander who in the famous paper “Military Review” presents it as evident that remote viewing is used for military and intelligence purposes. He also reminds us that many hypnotised agents are working in the enemy’s countries without knowing what they are programmed to.

Page 8: In the world of persons claiming to be electronically harassed suspicious deceases if not assassinations continue succeeding each other. These days Carl Sperr informed us of that Kaye Barnes died from a heart attack that may be due to anti-personnel radiation.

Page 8: Inform us of your new address if you move and don’t forget to pay your contribution. We will feel eternally grateful for that.

Jean Verstraeten
(who is personally responsible for what is written in this issue)

P.S. These short contents, written in some sort of English of mine, have not been corrected by anybody. I apologise for the mistakes.